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Interpreting humidity and temperature readings in the HTS221 
digital humidity sensor 

Introduction 
The purpose of this technical note is to guide the user in the interpretation of humidity and temperature 
values stored in the registers of the HTS221 device. 

The HTS221 humidity sensor measures relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T) and store the values 
as two's complement integers (16-bit words) which can be read over the I2C or SPI host interface (refer 
to the following figure). 

The values stored are raw data, available as output from the ADC, so the user has to convert the data 
read from the registers to obtain the temperature in °C and the relative humidity in %. 

Figure 1: Humidity sensor analog-to-digital flow 
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1 How to obtain the relative humidity value (%RH) 

The humidity sensor HTS221 stores the humidity value in raw counts in two 8-bit registers: 

 HUMIDITY_OUT_H (0x29)  
 HUMIDITY_OUT_L (0x28)  

The 2 bytes are concatenated to form a 16-bit word which is represented in two's 
complement (not single bytes). The most significant bit (MSB) of the HUMIDITY_OUT_H 
register indicates the polarity: 

 If the sign bit is zero, then the value read is positive  
 If the sign bit is one, then the value read is negative: in this case we take the two's 

complement of the complete word.  

The relative humidity value RH has to be computed by linear interpolation of the current 
registers (HUMIDITY_OUT_H & HUMIDITY_OUT_L in 2's complement) with calibration 
registers according to the table below. 

The device is factory calibrated and the coefficients required to convert the ADC 16-bit 
values into RH % can be read from the internal registers of the sensor listed in the table 
below. Further calibration by the user is not requested. 

Table 1: HTS221 calibration registers for computing RH% value 

Addr Variable Format (1) b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0 

0x28 
H_OUT s(16) 

H7 H6 H5 H4 H3 H2 H1 H0 

0x29 H15 H14 H13 H12 H11 H10 H9 H8 

0x30 H0_rH_x2 u(16) H0.7 H0.6 H0.5 H0.4 H0.3 H0.2 H0.1 H0.0 

0x31 H1_rH_x2 u(16) H1.7 H1.6 H1.5 H1.4 H1.3 H1.2 H1.1 H1.0 

0x36 
H0_T0_OUT s(16) 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0x37 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

0x3A 
H1_T0_OUT s16) 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0x3B 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
 

Notes: 

(1)(u16) unsigned 16-bit quantity, (s16) signed 16-bit quantity using two's complement. 
 

The steps for the humidity conversion from ADC_OUT (LSB) to RH % are described as 
follows: 

1. Read the value of coefficients H0_rH_x2 and H1_rH_x2 from registers 0x30 & 0x31.  
2. Divide by two the content of registers 0x30 (H0_rH_x2) and 0x31 (H1_rH_x2) in order 

to obtain the value of coefficients H0_rH and H1_rH.  
3. Read the value of H0_T0_OUT from registers 0x36 & 0x37.  
4. Read the value of H1_T0_OUT from registers 0x3A & 0x3B.  
5. Read the humidity value in raw counts H_T_OUT from registers 0x28 & 0x29  
6. Compute the RH [%] value, by linear interpolation, applying the formula below:  

𝑯𝑹𝑯[%] =
(𝑯1_𝒓𝑯 − 𝑯0_𝒓𝑯) ∙ (𝑯_𝑻_𝑶𝑼𝑻 − 𝑯0_𝑻0_𝑶𝑼𝑻)

𝑯1_𝑻0_𝑶𝑼𝑻 − 𝑯0_𝑻0_𝑶𝑼𝑻
+𝑯0_𝒓𝑯 

Note that the H0_rH, H1_rH, H0_T0_OUT and H1_T0_OUT coefficients are factory 
calibrated at temperature T0 and stored in NVM memory (further calibration by the user is 
not required), while the H_T_OUT value (registers 0x28 & 0x29) depends on temperature T 
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measured from the sensor during the reading of RH%. So it is possible to read the 
coefficients (step 1, 2, 3 and 4) only once and repeat cyclically only steps 5 and 6. 

Example 1: 

1. Read H0_rH and H1_rH coefficients  
a. H0_rH_x2 = 40 => H0_rH= 40/2 = 20.0% rH; 
b. H1_rH_x2 = 80 => H1_rH= 80/2 = 40.0% rH; 

2. Read H0_T0_OUT = 4000  
3. Read H1_T0_OUT = 6000  
4. Read the humidity value in raw counts H_T_OUT = 5000  
5. Compute the RH[%] value by linear interpolation H_RH [%] = 30%  

Figure 2: Linear interpolation to convert LSB to rH % 

 
When the actual vapor pressure is equal to the saturation vapor pressure (saturation 
condition), the value of RH can be equal to or greater than 100%. In the last case the RH 
value is set to 100% by firmware code. 

The reference code for the HTS221_Get_Humidity API of the ST's HTS221 software library 
is provided in the following figure. 
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Figure 3: Reference code for HTS221_Get_Humidity API 

 

/**

* @brief Read HTS221 Humidity output registers, and calculate humidity.

* @param Pointer to the returned humidity value that must be divided by 10 to get the value in [%].

* @retval Error code [HTS221_ OK, HTS221_ ERROR].

*/

HTS221_ Error_et HTS221_ Get_Humidity(uint16_ t* value)

{

int16_ t H0_T0_ou t, H1_T0_ou t, H_T_ou t;

int16_ t H0_rh, H1_rh;

uint8_t buffer[2];

uint32_t tmp;

/* 1. Read H0_rH and H1_rH coefficients*/

if(HTS221_ Read Reg(HTS221_ H0_RH_X2, 2, buffer))

H0_rh = buffer[0]>>1;

H1_rh = buffer[1]>>1;

/*2. Read H0_T0_OUT */

if(HTS221_ Read Reg(HTS221_ H0_T0_OUT_L, 2, buffer))

return HTS221_ ERROR;

H0_T0_ou t = (((uint16_ t)buffer[1])<<8) | (uint16_ t)buffer[0];

/*3. Read H1_T0_OUT */

if(HTS221_ Read Reg(HTS221_ H1_T0_OUT_L, 2, buffer))

return HTS221_ ERROR;

H1_T0_ou t = (((uint16_ t)buffer[1])<<8) | (uint16_ t)buffer[0];

/*4. Read H_T_OUT */

if(HTS221_ Read Reg(HTS221_ HR_OUT_L_ REG, 2, buffer))

return HTS221_ ERROR;

H_T_ou t = (((uint16_ t)buffer[1])<<8) | (uint16_ t)buffer[0];

/*5. Compute the RH [%] value by linea r interpolation */

tmp = ((uint32_ t)(H_T_ou t - H0_T0_ou t)) * ((uint32_ t)(H1_rh - H0_rh)*10);

*value =  tmp/(H1_T0_ou t - H0_T0_ou t) + H0_rh*10;

/* Saturation cond ition*/

if(*value>1000 ) *value = 100 0

return HTS221_ OK;

}
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2 How to obtain the  temperature value in degree 
Celsius (°C) 

The humidity sensor HTS221 stores the temperature value in raw counts in two 8-bit 
registers: 

 TEMP_OUT_H (0x2B)  
 TEMP_OUT_L (0x2A)  

The 2 bytes are concatenated to form a 16-bit word which is represented in two's 
complement (not single bytes). The most significant bit (MSB) of the TEMP_OUT_H 
register indicates the polarity: 

 If the sign bit is zero, then the value read is positive  
 If the sign bit is one, then the value read is negative: in this case we take the two's 

complement of the complete word.  

The temperature value T has to be computed by linear interpolation of the current registers 
(TEMP_OUT_H & TEMP_OUT_L in 2's complement) with calibration registers according to 
the table below. 

Table 2: Decoding the coefficients in the sensor Flash 

Adr Variable Format b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0 

Output registers 

28  H_OUT (s16) H7 H6 H5 H4 H3 H2 H1 H0 

29   H15 H14 H13 H12 H11 H10 H9 H8 

2A  T_OUT (s16) T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 T2 T1 T0 

2B   T15 T14 T13 T12 T11 T10 T9 T8 

Calibration registers 

30 H0_rH_x2 (u8)  H0.7 H0.6 H0.5 H0.4 H0.3 H0.2 H0.1 H0.1 

31  H1_rH_x2 (u8) H1.7 H1.6 H1.5 H1.4 H1.3 H1.2 H1.1 H1.0 

32  T0_degC_x8 (u8) T0.7 T0.6 T0.5 T0.4 T0.3 T0.2 T0.1 T0.0 

33  T1_degC_x8 (u8) T1.7 T1.6 T1.5 T1.4 T1.3 T1.2 T1.1 T1.0 

34  Reserved (u16)         
35 T1/T0 msb (u2),(u2) Reserved T1.9 T1.8 T0.9 T0.8 

36 
 H0_T0_OUT (s16) 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

37 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

38 
Reserved  

        
39         
3A 

 H1_T0_OUT (s16) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

3B 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

3C 
 T0_OUT (s16) 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

3D 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

3E  T1_OUT (s16) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
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Adr Variable Format b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0 

3F 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
 

The steps for the temperature conversion from ADC_OUT (LSB) to °C are described as 
follows: 

1. Read the value of coefficients T0_degC_x8 and T1_degC_x8 from registers 0x32 & 
0x33.  

2. Divide by 8 the content of registers 0x32 (T0_degC_x8) and 0x33 (T1_degC_x8) in 
order to obtain the value of coefficients T0_degC and T1_degC.  

3. Read the MSB bits of T1_degC (T1.9 and T1.8 bit) and T0_degC (T0.9 and T0.8 bit) 
from register 0x35 to compute T0_DegC and T1_DegC.  

4. Read from registers 0x3C & 0x3D the value of T0_OUT.  
5. Read the value of T1_OUT from registers 0x3E & 0x3F.  
6. Read the value T_OUT (ADC_OUT) from 0x2A & 0x2B registers.  
7. Compute the T [degC] value, by linear interpolation, applying the following formula:  

𝑻[𝒅𝒆𝒈𝑪] =
(𝑻1_𝒅𝒆𝒈𝑪 − 𝑻0_𝒅𝒆𝒈𝑪) ∙ (𝑻_𝑶𝑼𝑻 − 𝑻0_𝑶𝑼𝑻)

𝑻1_𝑶𝑼𝑻 − 𝑻0_𝑶𝑼𝑻
+ 𝑻0_𝒅𝒆𝒈𝑪 

Note that the T0_OUT, T1_OUT, T1_degC and T0_degC coefficients are factory calibrated 
at T0 and T1 temperatures and stored in NVM memory (further calibration by the user is 
not required), while the T_OUT value (0x2A & 0x2B registers) is the temperature 
(AD_OUT) measured from the sensor during the reading of RH%. So it is possible perform 
step 1 to 5 only once and repeat cyclically only steps 6 and 7. 

Example 2: 

1. Calculate T0_degC and T1_degC coefficients starting from the value read from 
registers 0x32, 0x33 and 0x35.  
a. T0_degC_x8 = 80 °C => T0_degC= 80/8 = 10.0 °C; 
b. T1_degC_x8 = 160 °C => T1_degC= 160/8 = 20.0 °C; 

2. Read T0_OUT = 300  
3. Read T1_OUT = 500  
4. Read the raw temperature value T_OUT = 400  
5. Compute the T[degC] value by linear interpolation T [degC] = 15 °C  

This is the value of temperature corresponding to the RH percentage of 30% calculated in 
example 1 (see Section 1: "How to obtain the relative humidity value (%RH)"). 
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Figure 4: Linear interpolation to convert LSB to °C 

 
The reference code for the HTS221_Get_Temperature API of ST's HTS221 software 
library is provided in the following figure. 
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Figure 5: Reference code for HTS221_Get_Temperature API 

 

/**

* @brief Read HTS221 temperature output registers, and calculate temperature.

* @param Pointer to the returned temperature value that must be divided by 10 to get the value in ['C].

* @retval Error code [HTS221_ OK, HTS221_ ERR OR].

*/

HTS221_Error_et HTS221_Get_Temperature(int16_ t *value)

{

int16_ t T0_out, T1_out, T_out, T0_degC_x8_u16, T1_degC_x8_u16;

int16_ t T0_degC, T1_degC;

uint8_t buffer[4], tmp;

uint32_ t tmp32;

/*1. Read from 0x32 & 0x33 registers the value of coefficients T0_d egC_x8 and T1_de gC_x8*/

if(HTS221_ReadReg(HTS221_T0_DEGC_X8, 2, buffer))

return HTS221_ERROR;

/*2. Read from 0x35 register the value of the MSB bits of T1_deg C and T0_deg C */

if(HTS221_ReadReg(HTS221_T0_T1_DEGC_H2, 1, &tmp))

return HTS221_ERROR;

/*Calculate the T0_deg C and T1_deg C values*/

T0_degC_x8_u16 = (((uint16_t)(tmp & 0x03)) << 8) | ((uint16_t)buffer[0]);

T1_degC_x8_u16 = (((uint16_t)(tmp & 0x0C)) << 6) | ((uint16_ t)buffer[1]);

T0_degC = T0_degC_x8_u16>>3;

T1_degC = T1_degC_x8_u16>>3;

/*3. Read from 0x3C & 0x3D registers the value of T0_OUT*/

/*4. Read from 0x3E & 0x3F registers the value of T1_OUT*/

if(HTS221_ReadReg(HTS221_T0_OUT_L, 4, buffer))

return HTS221_ERROR;

T0_out = (((uint16_t)buffer[1])<<8) | (uint16_t)buffer[0];

T1_out = (((uint16_t)buffer[3])<<8) | (uint16_t)buffer[2];

/* 5.Read from 0x2A & 0x2B registers the value T_OUT (ADC _OUT).*/

if(HTS221_ReadReg(HTS221_TEMP_OUT_L_REG, 2, buffer))

return HTS221_ERROR;

T_out = (((uint16_ t)buffer[1])<<8) | (uint16_t)buffer[0];

/* 6. Compute the Temperature value by linea r interpolation*/

tmp32 = ((uint32_t)(T_out - T0_out)) * ((uint32_t)(T1_degC - T0_degC)*10);

*value = tmp32 /(T1_out - T0_out) + T0_degC*10;

return HTS221_OK;

}
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3 Revision history 
Table 3: Document revision history 

Date Revision Changes 

14-Oct-2015 1 Initial release. 

15-Mar-2016 2 Replaced Table 2 with a new table: Table 2: "Decoding the 
coefficients in the sensor Flash" 
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